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The St udent  Senate  pa s sed 
legislation that drastically changes 
the way organizations are allocated 
money during its meeting Wednesday 
night.
The fi nance codes were completely 
revamped with the passage of the 
bill, with a unanimous vote.  
Diana Brown, the chief sponsor of 
the bill and the Finance Committee 
Chairman, worked together with 
Student Body Treasurer Jonathan 
Antonio to change the codes.
Budget allocations are now divided 
into three periods. Before the bill, 
organizations had to submit budgets 
for the entire year.
The f irst per iod would fund 
programs that take place between 
July to October and allocations would 
take place from February to March. 
The second session funds programs 
from November to February and 
sessions begin the fi rst day of classes 
in the fall. The final period funds 
programs from March to June and 
its session starts in February. 
Orga n izat ions  now have  to 
choose between one of three levels 
of funding: level one ranges from 
one cent to $1,000; level two ranges 
from $1,000 to $3,000; and level 
three includes any amount more 
than $3,000. 
According to the bill, organizations 
cannot request funding for an event 
outside one of these sessions without 
a two-thirds majority vote from the 
Finance Committee. 
Allocation sessions will begin 
sometime in March, Brown said, 
after the committee receives its 
complete budget in February.
Organizat ions have to submit 
budget s dur ing t hese sessions 
to receive funds. The Finance 
Committee will then review the 
budgets.
Brown sa id th is would make 
organizations plan their events more 
thoroughly, because if events are not 
explicitly described on the budget, 
they will not receive funding.
“The new codes really encourage 
them to have well thought-out 
programming,” Brown said. “It 
really makes them prioritize what’s 
important.”
O r g a n i z a t i o n s ’  t r e a s u r e r s 
will receive training on the bill 
from Antonio during treasurers’ 
work shops.  The dates  for t he 
work shops  have  not  yet  been 
determined. 
Antonio, a third-year accounting 
student, said organizations will be 
given timelines with specifi c dates on 
when to act.
“Everything will be clear cut,” 
Antonio said.
Brown said they had been working 
on the bill since the summer and 
described the codes as “easy to use.” 
“I really feel l ike it will help 
organizations use their money most 
effectively,” Brown said.
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The Gamecocks just 
couldn’t hack it on the road 
in Baton Rouge, La. The 
Tigers beat the Gamecocks 
85-68. 
See page 11
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“The Dark Knight” and 
others make Jimmy 
Gilmore’s list of the Top 
10 Films of 2008. 
See page 8
THE MIX
Viewpoints 
Editor Paul 
Bowers 
explains 
why his faith 
in Christ 
remains 
the most 
important 
part of his 
life. 
See page 6
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 In a state where far too few residents hold 
a college degree, closing campuses is the 
wrong way to save money during a recession, 
the USC president said to legislators 
Wednesday.
“We can’t allow the current crisis to 
shrink the numbers of South Carolinians 
who can obtain a college education,” Harris 
Pastides said to a House budget-writing 
panel. “Education is key to the future of our 
entire state.”
In his $5.8 billion budget plan, Gov. Mark 
Sanford proposed closing three university 
branches in Allendale, Union and Lancaster 
counties over two years. The plan would 
save about $2.4 million in the fi rst year. The 
Republican governor’s three previous calls to 
close two of the small, two-year branches — 
Allendale and Union — have gone nowhere.
But Rep. Jim Merrill, R-Charleston, said 
the idea will get serious discussion this year 
due to severe budget shortfalls. State revenues 
have shrunk by $1 billion since July.
“I do think we should close the satellite 
campuses, maybe two,” said the former 
majority leader and USC graduate. “I think 
the state as a whole has too many campuses 
with too much duplication.”
Pastides said the university’s eight-campus 
system can find ways to save money and 
he pledged to have a plan by June. He said 
closing campuses in rural areas was not the 
way to start.
Rep. Liston Barfi eld graduated from former 
USC branch Coastal Carolina University, 
which became independent in 1993. He said 
he did not favor closing the branches.
“It would’ve been very diffi cult for me to 
go anywhere else to school. I’m here because 
of a branch college,” said the Conway 
Republican. “I know those kids going to 
that school. I know they wouldn’t have the 
opportunity to go anywhere else.”
USC, which boasts 41,000 students and 
more than 6,000 employees, has lost 23 
percent of its state funding since July, or $52 
million, Pastides said.
So far, only USC-Sumter has required 
employees to take mandatory, unpaid leave, 
but the mandate may spread if cuts continue, 
he said.
“We’re only now gauging how to manage 
the cuts longer-term,” Past ides sa id. 
“Everything is being reviewed.”
About 23 percent of South Carolina 
residents 25 and older have at least a 
bachelor’s degree; the national average is 
about 27 percent, according to the Census.
C it i ng  con s t a nt  compla i nt s  f rom 
constituents, Merrill questioned why USC 
is rejecting so many in-state students if the 
goal is to increase access to colleges. 
“You say you want to educate everybody, 
but you’re making your standards so high, 
students can’t get into state schools,” he 
said.
Pastides said South Carolina students not 
accepted for the main campus in Columbia, 
where enrollment is 30 percent out-of-state, 
can attend a branch campus.
Rep. Michael Anthony said that’s another 
reason not to close branches.
“Many of our kids won’t qualify for the 
USC campus because they didn’t do the 
preparations, but they’re prepared for a two-
year program and can move on,” said the 
Union Democrat. “It’s very, very important 
to the rural areas.”
Past ides pledged to keep any tuit ion 
increase moderate, recognizing the hardship 
it creates for students and families, especially 
during the recession.
Lander University’s president, Daniel 
Ball, was more blunt. Do not cap tuition, 
he pleaded, a day after Winthrop President 
Anthony DiGiorgio said he’s OK with the 
Legislature setting a limit.
“We’ve had a 25 percent cut like everybody 
else,” Ball said about the public liberal arts 
school in Greenwood, noting Winthrop 
already charges higher tuition and fees.
Barry Russell, president of the State Board 
for Technical and Comprehensive Education, 
said “enrollment is booming” at the state’s 16 
technical colleges — up to 20 percent — as 
laid off workers seek training for a new job.
Russell said he realized additional money 
wasn’t realistic, but asked lawmakers not to 
cut anymore.
“A lot of these jobs that are lost are never 
going to come back,” he said, noting that 
96 percent of technical students are South 
Carolinians. “Their only hope is to have the 
opportunity to retrain for new skills. The 
technical college system is a large part of the 
answer. We are the lifeline to throw out to 
these people.”
PHOENIX - President-
elect Barack Obama’s choice 
for homeland security chief 
blames budget problems and 
the difficulty coordinating 
agencies in Arizona, where 
she has been governor, for 
fa i l ing to complete key 
provisions of a detai led 
security plan for her own 
state.
Gov. Janet Napolitano put 
together the plan six years ago 
to improve Arizona’s ability 
to respond to emergencies, 
detect and prevent terrorist 
attacks and secure Arizona’s 
border with Mexico. But 
some key provisions remain 
incomplete. Firefighters, 
pa r a med ic s  a nd  ot her 
first responders at disaster 
scenes st i l l can’t always 
com mu n icate  by  rad io 
without calling in special 
equipment, and criminal 
records st il l aren’t fully 
available electronically.
Napolitano would face 
challenges on an even larger 
sca le  at  t he Homeland 
Sec u r it y  Depa r t ment . 
Unable to accomplish all her 
state’s homeland security 
goa l s ,  she  goes  before 
Congress with an obvious 
question on the table: Can 
she do better in Washington? 
Her Senate confirmation 
hearing is scheduled for 
Thursday, just days before 
Obama’s inauguration.
T h e  H o m e l a n d 
S e c u r i t y  D e p a r t m e nt 
she’s been tapped to run 
— the sprawling agency 
responsible for hurricane 
aid, airport security, border 
pat rols,  cyber secur it y, 
t he  C o a s t  G u a rd  a nd 
more — is among the most 
expansive bureaucracies in 
Washington.
Napolitano said in an 
interview that the state had 
made “good progress.” She 
acknowledged all parts of 
the security plan hadn’t 
been completed but said 
her  ex per iences  wou ld 
help her meet her federal 
responsibilities.
Her crit ics weren’t so 
generous.
“We’re probably doing 
a C-plus,” said Jeff Hatch-
UNIV. OF SC PRESIDENT: 
DON’T CLOSE CAMPUSES
Shutdown of some USC satellite 
campuses considered to alleviate budget 
crisis, Gov. Sanford advocates change
Seana Adcox
Th e Associated Press
Pablo Martinez Monsivais / The Associated Press
Ariz. Gov. Janet Napolitano, second from left, walks with 
President Bush during a tour of the Yuma Sector Border. 
Dustin Glendinning / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Diana Brown, chair of the Senate Finance Committee and author of the spending bill, believes the bill will 
promote better planning and use of allocated funds. The bill has been in the works for more than a semester.
Homeland security pick 
didn’t ﬁ nish state plan
Napolitano’s six-year 
plan falters, raises 
doubts for future
Paul Davenport
Th e Associated Press
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Senate passes new allocation bill
Student Government changes 
process for student organization 
funding, awaiting fi nal approval
Kara Apel
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The Daily Gamecock 
will be sending two staff 
members to Washington 
D.C. to cover Inaugura-
tion 2009! Be sure to 
follow our coverage 
through blogs, video, 
pictures and stories both 
in print and online @
Local National World
Mary Austin / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Russell House Bookstore employee Thomas Russell, a recently graduated Music 
Performance student, assists a student with fi nding a textbook.
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BEIJING - China’s economy 
grew to the world’s third-
largest in 2007, new data 
showed Wednesday, another 
milestone in the country’s 
stunning ascent in the global 
pecking order that puts it 
behind only Japan and the 
United States.
China has grown tenfold 
in the past 30 years, and the 
revised data leapfrogged it 
ahead of  Germany.  But 
overtaking the United States 
is another matter.
“I think it will take only 
t h ree to four years  for 
China to overtake Japan as 
the second-largest economy 
in the world,” said Merrill 
Lynch economist Ting Lu. 
Catching up with the United 
States could take decades, he 
said.
The status is symbolic — 
China’s 1.3 billion people are, 
on average, among the world’s 
poorest. But it ref lects the 
country’s explosive growth as 
it transformed from a long-
isolated nation to the world’s 
factory.
The government revised 
its estimate of 2007 growth 
from an already high 11.9 
percent to 13 percent, the 
fastest rate since 1994. The 
national statistics bureau did 
not explain the factors behind 
the revision.
The new estimate raised 
gross domestic product to 
25.7 trillion yuan, or $3.5 
trillion at 2007 exchange 
rates, the statistics bureau 
said. That would be ahead of 
Germany’s 2007 GDP of 2.4 
trillion euros, or $3.3 trillion 
at an exchange rate produced 
by averaging rates on the 
15th of each month during 
that year.
T h e  r e v i s i o n  c o m e s 
as China’s export-driven 
economy struggles to reverse 
a slump caused by global 
turmoil and prevent already 
simmering social unrest over 
lost export-related jobs.
T h e  g o v e r n m e n t  i s 
launching a $586 bil l ion 
st imulus package and is 
promising to help struggling 
exporters. China’s exports fell 
at their fastest rate in a decade 
last month. On Wednesday, 
the Cabinet cut fuel prices 
and a tax on auto sales.
— Th e Associated Press
WASHINGTON - Barack 
Obama’s Democratic allies 
on Capitol Hill are trying 
to use the president-elect’s 
economic recovery bill to 
extend a tax cut for middle- 
to upper-income taxpayers 
despite concerns from his 
transition team that it won’t 
boost the economy.
Rep.  Charles  Rangel , 
D-N.Y., Congress’ top tax 
writer, says both House 
a n d  S e n a t e  m e m b e r s 
feel strongly about using 
Obama’s stimulus package 
to make the annual f ix to 
the alternative minimum tax 
(AMT) to prevent more than 
20 million addit ional tax 
fi lers from having to pay it.
Making that fix for one 
year alone will cost about 
$70 billion, a healthy chunk 
out of the approximately 
$300 bill ion that Obama 
has set aside for tax cuts in 
his emerging $850 billion 
stimulus plan.
R a n g e l ,  t h e  W a y s 
a nd  Mea ns  Com m it tee 
chairman, said other tax 
provisions would have to take 
a “haircut” to pay for dealing 
with the AMT. A $3,000 job-
creation tax credit — which 
drew strong objections as 
unworkable — appears likely 
to be jettisoned from the 
Obama plan.
Also threatened is a pro-
business provision proposed 
by Obama that would allow 
companies posting losses last 
year to get refunds for taxes 
paid as far back as fi ve years 
earlier.
T he A M T “patch”  i s 
usually dealt with in the 
fall, but doing it now makes 
lawmakers’ jobs easier.
The AMT was designed 
in 1969 to make sure wealthy 
taxpayers pay at least some 
t a xes .  But  it  was  never 
indexed for inf lat ion and 
therefore threatens to trap 
millions of people for whom 
it was never designed.
The Obama economic 
team has been resist ing 
adding t he A MT f i x to 
t he  econom ic  recover y 
bill, arguing privately that 
it won’t do much to help 
the economy. It’s virtually 
certain to be addressed later 
if left alone now.
The USC community wants to know what your organization has 
going on this week, and The Daily Gamecock wants to help you 
spread the word. If your organization has an upcoming meeting or 
event you want publicized, contact gamecocknews@sc.edu or 
stop by our offi ce in the Russell House, room 333. 
“Carolina Briefs” submissions should include the time, place, name 
and a description of the meeting or event, as well as a contact 
person for any questions. The description shouldn’t exceed 50 words. 
Submissions should be sent no later than 5:30 p.m. two days before 
publication. 
The Daily Gamecock reserves the right to edit, condense or hold any 
submission.  
Week
student lea
der of the
Q & A with 
K ris ka Ca ra ndang
Third-yea r pha rmacy student, 
i s the F i l ip ino America n 
Student Assoc iat ion p re s ident.
Q: What is the main purpose of 
your organization?
A: The Filipino American Student 
Association’s purpose is mainly to 
share the culture with the USC 
campus.
Q: When you were younger, what 
did you want to be when you “grew 
up”?
A: I wanted to be a doctor, but 
I’m trying pharmacy, which is 
somewhat close.
Q: What is your favorite Filipino 
cultural tradition?
A: A type of dancing called 
tinikling. It’s a dance between 
bamboo sticks.
Q: Where are you from originally?
A:  I’m from the Philippines, in 
Manila.
Q: Would you rather be able to go 
back in time or see the future?
A: Wow, that’s really hard. I guess 
I’d like to go back in time to play 
with my toys.
-Compiled by News Editor Liz Segrist
Wit h Sout h Carol ina 
being hammered by the 
r e c e s s ion  s t r i k i ng  t he 
nation, Gov. Mark Sanford 
on Wednesday implored 
law makers to spark t he 
state’s economy by cutting 
income and business taxes, 
capping state spending and 
giving parents more choices 
in where their children go to 
school. 
The Republican governor 
known for run-ins with the 
GOP-dominated Legislature 
sounded a conciliatory tone 
in ref lecting on economic 
problems that have slashed $1 
billion from state spending 
in the past several months, 
but still laid the blame at 
the feet of lawmakers he’s 
long accused of spending too 
much.
The governor has already 
proposed an austere, $5.8 
billion spending plan for the 
next fiscal year that would 
close some college campuses, 
furlough state workers and 
require that ret irees pay 
h igher health insurance 
premiums.
“Though people will be 
hurt, there’s nothing that 
we can now do about what 
didn’t happen in the way of 
fi scal restraint in Columbia, 
and so we simply gotta look 
forward. Our differences 
are in the past, and from 
my perspect ive, bygones 
a re  bygones  — a nd a l l 
that matters from this day 
forward is looking forward,” 
Sanford said.
H e  d e s c r i b e d  t h e 
economic problems facing 
the state budget, affected 
because fewer taxes are being 
collected, as an opportunity 
to bring change and make 
the state more attractive to 
business. He also continued 
what’s become his mantra of 
railing against bailouts being 
considered by lawmakers in 
Washington, saying such 
spending will burden South 
Carolina and the rest of the 
nation with debt. 
But the governor did give 
a nod to next week’s historic 
swearing-in of President-
elect Barack Obama — an 
event that caused Sanford 
to move up his own annual 
speech on the calendar.
EMPOWER meeting 
11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Russell House, Room 305
Relay for Life meeting
5:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m.
RH, Room 302
WUSC meeting
6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH, Room 309
VOX: Voices for Planned 
Parenthood meeting
6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH, Room 348
The Daily Gamecock 
Interest meeting
7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
RH, Rooms 322/326
SG Elections Information 
meeting
7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
Dining Room
Garnet and Black April 
Assignments meeting
7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
RH, Room 348
2nd Year Bible Study
7:30 p.m. to 9 p.m.
RH, Room 315
McNair Scholars’ Tea and 
Grits Speakers Series
7 p.m. to 9 p.m.
Gressette
FRIDAY
ACE Coach meeting
2:30 p.m. to 4:30 p.m.
RH, Room 201
SUNDAY
Indian Cultural 
Exchange meeting
6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
RH, Room 201
Carolina Productions 
meeting
6 p.m. to 7 p.m.
RH, Room 348
On-Campus Worship
6 p.m. to 9 p.m.
RH, Room 303
 MONDAY
MLK Day of Service
American Red Cross 
Club meeting
7 p.m. to 8 p.m.
RH, Room 304
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Miller, a former Republican lawmaker in 
Arizona who worked on homeland security. “I 
don’t think we’re failing.” He said Arizona didn’t 
spend enough money on homeland security, 
especially on efforts to fix communications 
problems and detect diseases.
Napolitano announced her state homeland 
security plan, “Securing Arizona,” shortly 
after she became governor in 2003.
Key provisions included:
—Appointing a new state homeland security 
director.
—Establishing a statewide, interoperable 
radio system for emergency workers.
—Launching a new “211” statewide 
telephone system with community and health 
information.
—Integrating information systems used by 
police, courts and prisons to share criminal 
records electronically and help identify 
emerging terror trends.
—Setting up a statewide disease surveillance 
system with doctors, hospitals and others to 
detect signs of biological or chemical attacks.
—Obtaining more federal money to help 
protect Arizona’s southern border.
Most part s of the A r izona plan are 
completed. The state created a homeland 
security agency, opened a counterterrorism 
center to collect and share intelligence, 
bolstered disease surveillance systems, 
appointed a border liaison offi cer and updated 
its emergency plan.
Its counterterrorism center, which opened in 
October 2004, was among the initial handful 
of “fusion centers” opened by most states 
nationwide.
It allows state and local employees to share 
information with FBI agents and analysts, who 
work in the same building but behind locked 
doors separating them from the state and local 
government workers who don’t have security 
clearances.
“It helps us to identify patterns and areas 
of concerns,” said Lori Norris, a center 
watch commander and state Public Safety 
Department lieutenant.
But major provisions of Napolitano’s 
plan aren’t fi nished. There are gaps getting 
high-tech equipment into the hands of law 
enforcement offi cers and making individuals’ 
criminal records available electronically, said 
John Blackburn Jr., the Arizona Criminal 
Justice Commission director.
And Arizona gulped over a $250 million 
to $350 million price tag to overhaul its 
microwave communicat ions system, to 
allow seamless radio calls among emergency 
workers. It’s now using mobile vans to patch 
together transmissions from different agencies 
responding to a terrorist strike or disaster, 
and new equipment has been installed at 
sheriff’s departments across the state to allow 
interoperability.
Phoenix and other metro areas are covered, 
but not rural parts of the state, said Chris 
Cummiskey, a Napolitano appointee who 
heads the state Government Information 
Technology Agency.
“We’re making headway,” Cummiskey said.
Arizona has a 211 system that is scaled 
back from what it had planned. It includes a 
Web site as well as a phone center that can 
be activated to distribute terror warnings and 
recommendations, along with information 
about social services and non-terrorism 
emergencies.
But a network of regional call centers never 
got off the ground. Local governments balked 
at paying $5 million annually to operate 
regional offi ces around Arizona, and $3 million 
that the state set aside for the program instead 
went to help prevent it from falling into debt.
Arizona’s director for homeland security, 
Leesa Morrison, said the state is almost 
finished updating its emergency plan and 
plans a comprehensive study to assess potential 
terrorism targets to help shape spending 
priorities.
“My vision is that we will become one of the 
fi rst states in the nation to complete a target 
capability assessment of this magnitude,” 
Morrison said.
ARIZONA ● Continued from 1
ATLANTA - Asante Bradford gave his 
bosses nearly three months’ notice that he 
would not be at his desk on Jan. 20.
A day after Barack Obama’s historic 
presidential win, Bradford knew he wanted 
to be able to whoop it up when Obama was 
sworn in as the nation’s first black chief 
executive — and that he couldn’t do at work.
“I decided if I couldn’t be [in Washington 
D.C.], I’m just going to take the day off, just 
so I can scream and holler,” said Bradford, 
40, who works for the state of Georgia as 
a liaison to the entertainment industry. He 
plans to watch the festivities at home with 
friends.
People across the country may notice 
the absence of their black colleagues and 
classmates on Inauguration Day, as many 
who won’t be traveling to Washington gather 
at homes, restaurants and churches, huddle 
around TVs and watch the historic swearing 
in from afar. And while the ceremony itself 
will only last a few hours, the entire day 
offers a chance to refl ect and rejoice in the 
moment.
“Being at work is not an option,” said 
Brenda Wilson, a 51-year-old manager at 
the American Cancer Society in Atlanta 
who abandoned her dreams of heading to 
Washington but will not be in the office. 
“I wouldn’t be able to get any work done, 
wondering what was going on.”
Coming a day after the federal observance 
of the Rev. Martin Luther King Jr.’s birthday 
— many black Americans deem the day as 
something of a holiday requiring cultural 
solidarity, much like the Million Man March 
or the first King holiday in 1986. Then 
as now, many black people felt compelled 
to miss work, said Mark Anthony Neal, a 
professor of black popular culture at Duke 
University.
It recalls the 1965 theatrical classic “Day of 
Absence,” a one-act satire by black playwright 
Douglas Turner Ward that ponders events in 
a fi ctitious Southern town when all of the 
black people suddenly go missing.
“There’s a symbolism to this moment 
that would allow that they stay home and 
celebrate in their own ways,” said Neal, 
who plans to watch the ceremony with his 
daughters at their school.
Some businesses, part icularly those 
with a large number of black employees, 
will accommodate workers, realizing the 
signifi cance of the day.
Of f ices  at  The 10 0 Black Men of 
Atlanta will be closed to give the staff “an 
opportunity to participate in the experience” 
of the inauguration, said its chief executive 
officer John Grant. The group is a local 
chapter of The 100 Black Men of America, 
an organization of professional men who 
serve as mentors and role models for at-risk 
youth.
Many from there will spend at least part 
of their day at a boys’ charter school in 
Atlanta, watching the ceremony with about 
175 sixth- and seventh-graders, including 
quite a few who will interrupt their workdays 
to volunteer.
“We want to sit with these young men 
and have a conversation with them about 
the importance of what this means to the 
nation, to the world and the image for young 
African-American men to see [Obama] with 
his wife and family and what this can mean 
for them,” Grant said.
O rg a n i z at ion s  l i ke  t he  Nat ion a l 
Association for the Advancement of Colored 
People, headquartered in Baltimore, will stay 
open, though employees will likely pause to 
watch the events.
Morehouse Col lege,  t he renowned 
historically black institution in Atlanta, has 
not canceled classes but will offer a campus 
viewing for students and faculty.
“It’s important for students to view and 
discuss the signifi cance of an extraordinary 
moment in American history,” said Robert 
Franklin, president of the all-male college. 
“At the same time, we want to continue the 
work of preparing future leaders.”
The college is also sending two busloads 
of students to Washington.
But others, l ike Bari A. Williams, a 
corporate attorney in Oakland, Calif., will 
have to experience history from afar. She 
said she’s either planning to work from home 
or take the day off to watch the ceremony 
on TV with her only black co-worker in an 
offi ce of about 50 lawyers.
“This is history unfolding live, said 
Williams, 28. “It’s one of those ‘Where were 
you?’ moments that you’ll discuss all of your 
life. This is the real New Year’s Eve to me 
and all of my friends.”
Country celebrates inauguration
Many blacks set to take the day off, 
witness historical swearing-in of new 
president with family, friends
Errin Haines
Th e Associated Press
As a treasurer for the student organization 
Mortar Board, Brown said she thinks most 
organizations will support the bill.
A nton io  sa id  t he  old  met hod was 
ineffective, as 30 percent of money allocated 
is usually just left to waste.
Previously, if organizations didn’t use the 
money, the university would absorb it and use 
it for various purposes. Now, if organizations 
don’t use their allotted money, SG collects it 
back.
Antonio said they looked at other SEC 
schools’ codes and modeled them closely 
after the University of Arkansas’ codes.
Brown said in order for the bill to take 
ef fect , signatures f rom Student Body 
President A ndrew Gaeck le and USC 
President Harris Pastides are needed.
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecocknews@
sc.edu
ALLOCATION ● Continued from 1
Student Body Elections
Questions? 
Email the Elections Commission 
at saec@mailbox.sc.edu
Filing for Candidacy
Tuesday, January 20th 
and Wednesday, January 21st 
9:00am until 4:00pm
Office of Student Government 
& Student Organizations
227 Russell House
Positions Available:
• Student Body President
• Student Body Vice President
• Student Body Treasurer
• Senate seats from each college
Run for Office!  
Represent your fellow 
students and make a 
difference on campus!
Candidate Packets are available in 227 Russell House
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IN OUR OPINION
USC satellite campuses 
might have to go next
Keeping all eight 
campuses may not 
be a realistic option 
at this point.
PAUL BOWERS 
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In retrospect, 
Bush blame 
can be spread
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Th ird-year 
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student
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After period of doubt, 
true value of personal 
faith still being learned
CIA, fi nancial heads, 
many others can share in 
guilt of past eight years
VIEWPOINTS POLICY
AMANDA 
DAVIS 
Th ird-year 
English 
student
Internships are key for jobs
Shrinking pool of 
unpaid positions means  
no room for choosiness
A t  t h e  e n d  o f  l a s t 
semester, I set myself up for 
a daunting task: to explain 
the value of Christian faith 
in 500 words.
I will admit from the 
start that I’m no guru. I 
have no religious training 
beyond the handful of Bible 
studies and 
comparative 
r e l i g i o n 
classes  I ’ve 
attended.
But perhaps 
that is best. 
I know from 
e x p e r ie nc e 
t h a t  y o u 
cannot debate 
someone into 
f a i t h ,  a n d 
the best case 
I can make for my belief 
system is to ref lect my 
God’s love.
So instead of constructing 
an elaborate defense, I will 
tell a story. The story is 
about a young man who 
grew up believing in a God 
who cared about him. As he 
grew older, he questioned 
everything — textbooks, 
cultural norms, even the 
faith he had been taught.
He learned about Darwin. 
He read Vonnegut, Camus 
and Rand. He heard from a 
hundred sources that God 
was a social construct and 
that belief in the empirically 
unknowable was a fallacy.
How, after all, could all 
those stories in the Bible 
be true? The works of Jesus 
alone defi ed more principles 
of physics and biology than 
he could count on his hands 
and toes.
But t hen he went to 
Mexico. He met people who 
had few things in this world 
besides their faith in Jesus, 
and he saw a simple beauty 
in their lives like he had 
never noticed before.
In those two weeks, he 
allowed himself to see God 
work ing in many ways, 
concrete and myst ica l . 
He saw a little boy’s legs 
literally and visibly healed 
when the people around 
him prayed.
S i n c e  t h e n ,  h e  h a s 
s een  t hat  s a me  G od’s 
movement many t imes. 
He has experienced a love 
that t rumps al l th ings, 
including his own stubborn 
ambitions.
That  you ng ma n,  of 
course, is me. In recent 
years, dozens of people have 
told me of their conviction 
that all (or most) religions 
are paths leading to the 
same mountain peak. They 
tell me to follow the path 
that works best for me.
But Christ ianity does 
not  of fer  a not her  way 
up the mountain. Christ 
taught that we could never 
climb high enough on the 
mountain of our own merits 
to reach salvation.
But he also taught that we 
could never fall too far. In 
the economy of mercy, we 
all fi nd ourselves bankrupt. 
At some point in our lives, 
we all feel it: that utter lack, 
the sense that we are wholly 
inadequate — as sons , 
mothers, students, spouses, 
much less arbiters of our 
own eternal fate.
T h e  g o o d  n e w s  i s 
t h at  we’re  of f ered  a n 
u n i m a g i n a b l e  w e a l t h 
of grace in the person of 
Christ. And when we allow 
the Lord to pardon our 
crimes against Him and 
adopt us into His family, 
t he  t r a ns for mat ion of 
our hearts and minds can 
begin.
T h i s  f a i t h  doe s  not 
offer happiness. Nor does 
it exist to make us better 
people. Those things may 
come in time, but all we’re 
guaranteed is grace.
I am learning that that is 
enough.
Remember how when you 
were graduating high school, 
all you ever heard from your 
parents and teachers was how 
important it was to go to 
college, how a degree would 
be the key to all those doors 
of opportunity for a secure 
future?
And then we were smacked 
awake when 
we  rea l i z ed 
that without 
an internship, 
some of our 
degrees would 
be little more 
than a ticket to 
the back of the 
job pool line.
W h i l e 
a  c o l l e g e 
educat ion is 
vital in today’s world, it can 
look pretty lonely on a blank 
resume without a long list of 
“related work experience” to 
keep it occupied.
That’s why many of us have 
steered our attention toward 
the summer, not for endless 
parties and fun in the sun but 
in the direction of important 
connections that will give us 
an edge when we graduate. I 
know I have been reminded 
time and time again that an 
internship, or three or four, 
is absolutely necessary if I 
don’t want to go straight from 
full-time student to full-time 
unemployed.
But has anyone else noticed 
the internship pool is looking 
a little shallow lately?
Employers everywhere, 
from small town businesses 
to big time corporations, are 
cutting their internship slots, 
both paid and unpaid. The 
big bad economy is making 
it hard for workers to keep 
their jobs, much less for poor 
college kids to stand a chance 
at a temporary slot.
What a great time to be 
graduating, huh?
I get that paid internships 
are less than a pr ior it y 
in these t imes for many 
businesses, but what I cannot 
wrap my head around is 
this trend to cut the unpaid 
positions. How does it save 
to cut out the training of the 
future workforce?
I also understand that 
employee s  need  work . 
However, one of the reasons 
for this economic downfall, 
as well as the general troubles 
compa n ie s  f ace ,  i s  t he 
inability to look to the future 
and see the big picture.
We are the f ut ure — 
cheesy as it sounds, it’s true. 
When the economy picks 
back up, we are the ones who 
will make up these jobs. We 
are the ones who will pay 
the big taxes. What these 
companies need to do is focus 
on us and take advantage of 
the opportunity for free help 
from potential staff.
Because as of now, they all 
want people who shadowed 
or worked hands-on in their 
area of expertise. But without 
offering internships, how can 
they expect to see these same 
people later ready for the 
workforce?
So, for everyone fi lling out 
applications and searching 
for internship opportunities, 
you cannot af ford to be 
picky. Take advantage of 
that unpaid spot at the 
independent newspaper or 
working for a family friend at 
a small business. Do whatever 
you can to get that work 
experience now, because it 
looks like our chances to 
build impressive resumes are 
falling apart at the seams.
Tuesday, Jan. 20 will mark 
yet another history-making 
day here in America. On that 
inevitably cool day in January, 
President-elect Barack Obama 
will officially take office and 
begin his term as he inherits 
what can simply be called a 
giant mess. For most, another 
historic happening will occur 
that day: current 
P r e s i d e n t 
G e o r g e  W. 
Bush wi l l  no 
longer hold that 
title.
For many, the 
day Bush leaves 
office has been 
anticipated for 
quite some time. 
One discussion 
that wil l run 
r a m p a n t  a s 
Obama begins to enact policy 
is about Bush’s legacy. How 
have his two terms affected 
America? Where will he go 
down in history with regards to 
the other former presidents?
Believe it or not, Bush may 
not be the worst president in 
the history of America. Has he 
made mistakes? You bet. But 
not all the mistakes of the last 
eight years can be laid at his 
feet entirely. 
Let ’s  look back at  t he 
beginning. In 2001, Bush was 
faced with a terrorist attack the 
likes of which only one other 
president has faced —  Franklin 
Roosevelt. In this case, Bush 
did the best he could by 
getting information and going 
after the perpetrators. Blaming 
the attacks on Bush is foolish 
and ill-conceived. Blame can 
be put on the CIA or airline 
security or the airfi eld where 
the terrorists got their wings. 
One could even make a case 
to blame Bill Clinton, but that 
may be a stretch as well.
Then things seemed to go 
south. With ambition, false 
assumptions and what turned 
out to be bad intelligence, 
Bush attacked Iraq. Can some 
blame go to Bush? Yes, but 
not all of it. The CIA can be 
blamed here for giving Bush 
misinformed intelligence.
Did Bush go to Iraq to 
rectify his father’s missed 
opportunities? There is no 
concrete proof to sway one 
way or the other.
If that weren’t enough, the 
economy took a dive near the 
end of his presidency, which 
certainly cannot be blamed on 
him. Instead, you could blame 
it on the chairman Bush placed 
to monitor the situation, or 
the greed of Wall Street, or a 
simple lack of ethics. The bulk 
of the blame goes to Chairman 
of the Federal Reserve Ben 
Ber na n ke  a nd  Trea su r y 
Secretary Henry Paulson. 
It is easy to blame the 
president for everything that 
goes wrong in a country, as 
he (or she) is the face of the 
nation. But in summing up 
President Bush’s legacy, it is ill-
advised to place all the blame 
at his changing doorstep. I 
believe that the historians will 
have to judge how Bush did in 
his eight years in offi ce. 
I don’t believe Bush will go 
down as the worst. He is better 
than Carter, Nixon, Johnson 
and some of the lesser-known 
presidents like Van Buren. Is 
Bush the best? By no means, 
but he certainly shouldn’t be 
judged as the absolute worst in 
history. 
Trimming the fat is never a pretty process.
President Harris Pastides told S.C. legislators yesterday 
that he opposes closing any satellite campuses to make up 
for the $52 million in state funding the USC system has lost 
since July. While we appreciate the sentiment, keeping all 
eight campuses may not be a realistic option at this point.
In the base case, this number of schools may have been 
excessive for a state of South Carolina’s size. Of course there 
is a need for accessible schools in rural areas of the state, but 
some campuses are within an hour’s drive from each other. Is 
it possible that we were overcrowded to begin with?
Gov. Mark Sanford has proposed cutting three from the 
vine: Salkehatchie, Union and Lancaster.
D e c i s i o n s  l i k e  t h i s 
must be made with sober 
consideration, as jobs and 
educations are on the line. 
Two-year programs, for 
instance, are crucial stepping 
stones for many people, and 
they should be preserved if 
at all possible.
But the hard reality is that Columbia, the f lagship 
university, has already felt the burn. Just ask one of 
the hundred graduate students who lost their valuable 
assistantships over the break. Ask people from the athletic 
department, who sacrifi ced $15 million of their own funds 
over 15 years for the greater good of the student body. 
Ask the professors who are taking on heavier teaching 
loads or the adjuncts who are teaching their last semester. 
Soon, you may be able to ask the disappointed students 
who have had classes cut from their schedule due to lack of 
funding.
As much as we’ve praised our school’s president for his 
handling of the budget crisis thus far, his latest public 
statement on the topic may not be in our best interest. The 
proposed closings would save us $2.4 million in the fi rst year 
alone. Right now, that is not an opportunity we can afford 
to turn down. 

A triumph of realism, minimalism and suspense, this sharply drawn character study features a 
magnifi cent performance from Melissa Leo and an intelligent screenplay of increasingly bad decisions 
that actually feel bred from necessity and not contrivance.
Philippe Petit ’s 1974 tightrope walk across the twin towers may seem more somber in this post-
9/11 age, but James Marsh’s deft documentary, which combines Petit’s storytelling with dramatic 
recreation, reminds of all the beauty and possibility the towers contained.
This hit man/odd couple dark comedy would be still be staggeringly funny if it was merely 90 minutes 
of gleefully irreverent and offensive wisecracks delivered with profuse speed from leads Colin Farrell and 
Brendan Gleeson , but by slowly drawing theological and ethical ideas into the subtext, it shakes up and 
revitalizes its genre.
One of the year’s most praised fi lms is an alarming and vivacious breath of air from British 
director Danny Boyle that stirs the spirit. Juxtaposing violent slum life with fairy tale sensibilities of 
love and destiny, it’s more than the year’s “feel good fi lm:” it stops to comment on issues of culture 
and globalization. It is a vibrant work of passionate and kinetic artistry.
Nothing is what it seems and stupidity abounds in the Coen brothers’ misanthropic farce, 
which deftly combines espionage thrillers and the world of physical fi tness to bizarre and 
violent consequence. The ferociously funny ensemble goes for broke and revels in the antics 
of the narrative’s purposeful convolutions.
Invigorating horror fi lms are few and far between, and this stunning Swedish gem 
excavates vampire mythology and melds it seamlessly into a coming-of-age tale. With 
perfectly chilling atmosphere and mesmerizing suspense, this frightening childhood 
romance is perfectly crafted genre fare. Take that, “Twilight.”
An awe-striking marriage of content, performer and aesthetic, Mickey Rourke’s 
staggeringly affecting performance defi es words. The entire fi lm is carefully crafted 
around his every nuance, lifting it above a mere pastiche of comeback stories and 
into the bittersweet and the sublime.
Remarkably detailed by scribe Dustin Lance Black and artistically 
visualized by director Gus Van Sant , “Milk” is so much more than a great 
biography picture with great performances. It is that rare historical-political 
picture that reverberates contemporary issues with gigantic force and 
reminds us of the true power of individual voice.
Pixar pushes their animation to a new level of photorealism and 
manages to breach a new plateau of artistry. The fi rst act alone is pure 
romantic poetry with shades of Chaplin, before giving way to scathing 
satire. All the way through, it’s led by immense creativity and honesty.
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“Men profess to be lovers of music, but for 
the most part they give no evidence in their 
opinions and lives that they have heard it.” 
—Henry David Th oreau 
TOP 10 MOVIES
It is that rare thing: a successful piece of popular entertainment 
staged with supreme artistic ambition. Christopher Nolan’s sharply 
articulated and propulsive fi lm is endowed with a Shakespearean 
element of tragedy and contemporary meditations on crime and 
justice, not to mention Heath Ledger’s tour de force work. 
Comments on this story? E-mail gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
Jimmy Gilmore
STAFF WRITER
PHOTOS COURTESY OF MCT CAMPUS, DISNEY/PIXAR (WALL-E), 
NEWYORKDAILYNEWS.COM (LET THE RIGHT ONE IN), EONLINE.COM (IN BRUGES) 
MIX TA
PE
Top Five things 
we are 
obessessing 
about
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Colin Jones
MIX EDITOR
Snowball USB Microphone
Fats Domino
Pineapple Express on DVD
The Curious Case of  
Benjamin Button
Twitter
This quirky gadget is one of those versatile pieces of technology 
that never gets old. The Snowball USB Microphone from Blue 
Microphones can be used to record everything from musicians to 
podcasts. Available from around $139 , this microphone is one that 
will pay itself off quickly. Here at The Mix we’re using it daily, 
setting up podcasts that will launch sometime in the next week. 
That’s right: The Daily Gamecock is jumping headfi rst into the 
podcast generation. Look out for our fi rst one from movie critic 
Jimmy Gilmore when he discusses the greatest movies of 2008 
and what he’s looking forward to in 2009.
5
3
4
While our fi lm critic Jimmy Gilmore told you about the power behind 
this David Fincher epic, we thought we would remind you again that 
it is one of the best films out right now. Brad Pitt, as the protagonist 
Benjamin Button, is fabulous in this sad yet invigorating tale of a man 
aging backwards. Loosely adapted from a short story by F. Scott Fitzgerald, 
Button is like reading a novel that you’re visualizing in your own mind. 
Even at a lengthy three hours, The Mix recommends this cinematic 
masterpiece. 
Welcome to the 21st century and to the world of Twitter. In the online 
landscape of Facebook, MySpace and other viral networking sites, Twitter 
has emerged as possibly the sanest of the grab-bag. Part news aggregator, 
part social network, Twitter allows the user to connect to news sites 
and other users. Like Facebook without the clutter, Twitter delivers you 
breaking news from CNN and The New York Times while allowing users 
to view updates from their friends. Even The Daily Gamecock is entering 
the world of Twitter. Starting next week, along with podcasts, The Daily 
Gamecock goes live with Twitter.
If anyone could live up to the legend of stoner fi lm comedians 
Cheech and Chong, it would be James Franco and Seth Rogen 
 in the sublime comedy “Pineapple Express.” This is one of those 
fi lms that takes the ridiculousness of slackers to new heights. The 
DVD comes packed with deleted scenes and documentaries on the 
making of the fi lm. In addition, “Pineapple Express” comes with 
a digital copy that can be transferred easily, so you can take this 
stoner comedy to go. The Mix highly recommends this absurd 
piece of cinematic folly from Judd Apatow and company. 
While this king of New Orleans piano may have retired in the 1980s , he still remains one of the 
living legends of rock and roll. If you haven’t heard of Fats Domino yet, it’s time to check out this 
monolithic performer. With songs like “Blueberry Hill,” “The Fat Man” and “I’m Walking,” this 
artist will forever live on as one of the greatest of his time. 
Courtesy of Wikimedia Commons
Courtesy of MCT Campus
Courtesy of MCT Campus
Courtesy of www.bluemic.com
2
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecockfeatures@sc.edu
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1-Topping Deal  •  Carryout Special
$1599
USC SPECIAL
®
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$5 PIZZAS!!
®
20 WingStreet? Wings
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3 or More Pizza Mia  Pizzas
Medium 1-Topping
$5
3 Types of Wings
8 different sauces
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Expires:
 1/31/09
One coupon per party per visit at participating units owned
and operated by subsidiaries of Pizza Hut, Inc.1/20 cent
cash redeemable value. © 2008 Pizza Hut, Inc.
Carryout Only
Delivery charges may apply.  Limited Delivery area. One 
coupon per party per visit at participating units owned and
operated by subsidiaries of Pizza Hut, Inc.1/20 cent cash
redeemable value. © 2008 Pizza Hut, Inc.
Every
Day
Deal
Delivery charges may apply.  Limited Delivery area. One 
coupon per party per visit at participating units owned and
operated by subsidiaries of Pizza Hut, Inc.1/20 cent cash
redeemable value. © 2008 Pizza Hut, Inc.
$1399
$899
1 Large 2 Larges
EACH
Every
Day
Deal
TM
Inside the Box ◆ By Marlowe Leverette / Th e Daily Gamecock
Spurned◆ By Jarad Greene / Th e Daily Gamecock
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Whiteboard ◆ By Bobby Sutton / Th e Daily Gamecock
The Scene
USC@
HOROSCOPES
1234567890-=
SAW V
6 p.m., free
Russell House 
Theater
  ARIES Keep plugging 
away at a diffi cult job. It’ll 
soon get easier. You’ll find 
somebody to lend a hand, 
and not a moment too soon. 
  TAURUS Everything 
seems possible now, and 
perhaps a lot of it is. Don’t 
blindly follow an idealist, 
though. Work out the details 
fi rst.
  GEMINI You could 
write a book about living 
on a budget. Fill it full of 
helpf u l h ints on how to 
stretch a dollar. It’ll be so 
popular, you might not even 
have to do it anymore.
  C A NCER  You’re 
w o r k i n g  d i l i g e nt l y  t o 
achieve master y of your 
craft. Unfortunately, you’re 
in an awk ward learn ing 
phase. Plan a quiet evening 
at home to recuperate.
  LEO Get as much done 
as you can; you won’t be in 
the mood tomorrow. Do the 
most diffi cult stuff fi rst. It’ll 
be easier earlier, tougher 
later.
  V IRGO Once you 
decide what you both really 
want, you’re apt to realize 
you can’t afford it yet. So 
make bringing in higher 
prof its one of your f irst 
objectives. 
  LIBR A Old fears are 
nowhere near as intimidating 
as they were way back then. 
Some of them might even be 
funny now. 
  SCOR PIO  A sk a 
more experienced fr iend 
about somet h ing you’re 
at tempt ing. No need to 
reinvent the wheel. This job 
will be hard enough without 
you making it harder. 
  S AGI T TA R I US 
Don’t  spend more t han 
you have coming in. You 
could accidentally do that. 
Be careful, and be prepared 
to live on rice and beans if 
necessary. 
  C A P R IC OR N 
What’s it really like on the 
other side of the hill? You’ll 
get the chance to find out 
soon.
  AQUARIUS  Keep 
saving your spare change, 
and whatever else you can 
fi nd that might be valuable. 
Pret t y soon, you’l l have 
enough for a nice vacation. 
PISCES  I f  you and 
you r  pa r t ner  put  you r 
money toget her,  you’ l l 
get a lot further. This is 
especially true if you put it 
into a savings account.
TODAY
SHAWN’S BIG LOVE RETRO DANCE NITE
8 p.m., free
Art Bar, 1211 Park St.
SHALLOW PALACE, THE REVERIE, CATS AND 
COBRAS, THE FOSSIL RECORD, CHRIS HINCH
7 p.m., $4 over 21/ $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
HIGH SCHOOL MUSICAL 3
9 p.m., free
Russell House Theater
CYBER FYBER
11 a.m. to 5 p.m., daily, free
Gallery 80808, 808 Lady St.
TOMORROW
WUSC DANCE PARTY FEATURING KEV-KEV, 
C.O.R.P.S., CHRIS WENNER
9:30 p.m., $2
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.
SYNECDOCHE, NEW YORK
3 p.m., 6 p.m. and 8:30 p.m., $6
Nickelodeon Theater, 937 Main St.
PINK FLOYDIAN SLIP
9 p.m., $12
Headliners, 700 Gervais St.
DL HUGHLEY
8 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. 
Comedy House, 2800 Decker Blvd. 
      ACROSS
1 Buddhist monk
5 Deadly African snake
10 Soft mineral
14 Black, in poetry
15 Dismay
16 Pieces of pelvises
17 Coagulate
18 Bucket wheel
19 Have the lead role
20 Start of a quip
23 Seething
24 Surrounding glows
25 Sacred song
28 Country way
30 Hebrew month
31 Conclusion
34 Lair
37 Part 2 of quip 40 
Shea player
41 Another name for 
fantan
42 Fanciful notion
43 Agile
44 Scrub, NASA-style
45 Lift spirits
48 Sew loosely
51 End of quip
57 Eye part
58 In a slow tempo
59 Japanese ethnic 
group
60 Letter opener?
61 Wizardry
62 Awl or auger
63 Before, before
64 Nimoy's half-Vulcan
65 Coastal bird
      DOWN
1 Walesa of Poland
2 Up for the job
3 Debatable
4 Insect colonies
5 Kind of ray
6 Flying high
7 One of the Osmonds
8 Jail on the high seas
9 Indian housemaid
10 Paper hanky
11 Wedding location
12 Jungle vine
13 Hallmark product
21 Branch
22 Sharp-tasting
25 Salon offering, 
shortly
26 Twist sideways
27 "Charley's __"
28 Describe with vivid-
ness
29 Literary collections
31 Bedside water 
pitcher
32 Fighting force
33 Coloring agent
34 Queen of Carthage
35 Incessantly
36 Straight up
38 Vail rival
39 Free
43 Dollar bill portrait 
artist
44 Had a little lamb
45 Musical study piece
46 Devotee
47 Vicinities
48 Small, hand drum
49 Storage space
50 Kind of absorber
52 Beggar's request
53 Type of tide
54 Christian of fashion
55 In a little while, 
old-style
56 Christmas season
01/15/09
Solutions from 01/14/09
01/15/09
1 2 3 4
for 01/14/09
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Discipline may be key for
Gamecocks against Gators
The Lady Gamecocks 
ba sketba l l  t ea m (8 -7 )  , 
coming off their second 
straight loss and their third 
loss in fi ve games , hope to 
stay above the .500 mark 
when they host the Florida 
Gators (15-2) tonight in 
the Colonial Life Arena. 
Carol ina is  coming of f 
slim losses to Georgia and 
undefeated Auburn, the 
lat ter of whom recent ly 
ended Florida’s 15-game 
winning streak with an 81-
65 victory .
“ I  t h i n k  ou r  lo s s  to 
Auburn is where we made 
some mistakes down the 
stretch as well as against 
Georgia,” senior forward 
Demetress Adams said. “So 
I think we’re just going to 
stick with our game plan 
and just go out and work 
hard.” 
Both of Florida’s losses 
have come on the road, so 
the Gamecocks will not 
have to face the Gators 
on their undefeated home 
turf. A lthough the Lady 
Gamecocks fared better 
against the Auburn Tigers 
than the Gators did, they 
must st i l l  contend with 
a  h igh-powered G ator 
offense led by Sha Brooks 
and Marshae Dotson, who 
have both scored more than 
200 points this season. Four 
other players have scored 
more t han 10 0 point s . 
They also have a capable 
defense that has helped 
their opponents turn the 
ball over many times.  
Adams leads the team 
in rebounds (offensive and 
defensive), blocks, steals, 
and she is second in both 
tota l points scored and 
points-per-game (173, 11.5 
PPG) this season behind 
Brionna Dickerson (183, 
12.2) .  Lakeisha Sut ton 
also has 144 total points 
and is second on the team 
with 21 steals . A lthough 
the numbers may not be 
in USC’s favor,  Adams 
bel ieve s  t hat  a  s t rong 
and discipl ined defense 
wil l make a strong case 
against Florida’s surging 
offense and allow the Lady 
Gamecocks to test Florida’s 
defense and put the score in 
their favor for a change.         
“I think play ing sol id 
defense, disciplined defense, 
staying out of foul trouble 
and playing smart will make 
it a good ball game,” Adams 
said. “I think at times we 
don’t  play  d i sc ipl ined, 
myself included. If we do 
play disciplined, it will be a 
different ball game.”
The Gamecocks have 
a l so  fou nd t hemselve s 
s t r u g g l i n g  t o  k e e p  a 
consistent group on the 
fl oor. Out of the 12 players 
on the roster on ly t wo 
players, Adams and senior 
g uard Dickerson,  have 
started all 15 games and 
only fi ve players have seen 
action in all 15 games.
In contrast, both Auburn 
and Florida, the two teams 
w i t h  t he  b e s t  ov e r a l l 
records in the SEC, have 
had at least three players 
s t a r t  a l l  of  t he  tea m’s 
games thus far. Auburn and 
Florida have each had at 
least six players appear in 
every game. 
While one less person 
play ing in  ever y game 
may not seem like a big 
difference, a single player 
can make a lot of difference 
in depth and freshness on 
the basketball court.
USC t ips  of f  aga inst 
UF tonight at 7p.m. in the 
Colonial Life Arena. 
Women’s basketball to 
face surging Florida 
team in Columbia
Billy Kerfoot
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecocksportspage@sc.edu
Brett Flashnick / The Associated Press
Demetress Adams battles for possession against an Auburn player earlier this season.
T he USC G a mecock s 
headed down to the bayou 
to face t he LSU Tigers 
Wednesday evening in an SEC 
tilt and the Tigers handed the 
Gamecocks there first lost 
in SEC play as they defeated 
the Gamecocks 85-68 . With 
the loss, the Gamecocks fall 
to 12-3(1-1) while the Tigers 
improve to 13-3(1-1) . 
The Gamecocks jumped out 
early 4-0,  but this would be 
the only time the Gamecocks 
would hold the lead. LSU 
would respond and would go 
on a 9-0 run over the next 
three minutes to go 9-4  and 
Carolina would not get any 
closer during the half. LSU 
continually extended the lead 
throughout the half, and had 
their largest lead at the end 
of the fi rst half. At the break, 
LSU held a 40-22 margin.
Carolina tried to get back 
into the game in the second 
half. The Tigers extended 
their lead to 20 points midway 
through the second half as 
they led 53-33 with 14 minutes 
left and 60-42 with just under 
10 minutes left in the half. 
 However, Carolina would not 
go away without a fi ght. Over 
the next four minutes, USC 
would go on a 12-4 run to cut 
the lead to 10 points, but this 
is the closest the Gamecocks 
got. LSU went on a 7-0 run to 
put the game away and secure 
the victory for the Tigers. 
The size of LSU caused the 
undersized Gamecocks many 
problems. LSU outrebounded 
USC 38-35. LSU also recorded 
10 blocks while USC only had 
2 , both by sophomore Sam 
Muldrow. And when Carolina 
blocked shots, they were called 
for goaltending as junior 
Dominique Archie was on 
four separate occasions.
One of the biggest stories of 
the game was the free-throw 
shooting of the Gamecocks. 
They shot 8-22 from the line , 
which is only 36 percent, 
while the LSU Tigers shot 
27-35 from the line, which is 
77 percent.  
Junior point guard Devan 
Downey was the biggest 
surprise for the Gamecocks 
as he turned the ball over 8 
times . This was one of the 
biggest factors in the loss.
“When your best player and 
all-conference point guard has 
eight turnovers it is going to 
do be tough to do well on the 
road against a team that really 
doesn’t pressure that much. 
We tried to do a little too 
much tonight and just have to 
learn to let the offense come to 
him,” said USC coach Darrin 
Horn.
The lone bright spot was the 
play down low of Archie. The 
Augusta, Ga. native recorded 
a double-double as he scored 
17 points and pulled down 11 
rebounds , including seven on 
the offensive glass. Archie is 
joined by Downey and senior 
Zam Fredrick, who scored 
18 points apiece , as the three 
Gamecocks in double fi gures.
The Tigers were led by 
Tasmin Mitchell . He tallied 
a game high 30 points and 14 
rebounds . Mitchell was joined 
in double fi gures by guards Bo 
Spencer and Garrett Temple, 
who each scored 10 points . The 
inability of the Gamecocks to 
control Mitchell disappointed 
Horn.
“Mitchell just really had his 
way inside. That is just an issue 
of us playing at a greater level 
of confi dence,” Horn said.
The Gamecocks stay on the 
road as they head to Knoxville 
t o  f a c e  t h e  Te n n e s s e e 
Volunteers Saturday at 6 p.m. 
Carolina gets kicked out of Bayou
Following opening SEC 
win, USC drops Horn’s fi rst 
career road contest
Michael Finnegan
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Benjamin Hicks / THE DAILY REVEILLE
Junior forward Dominique Archie slams a dunk home against LSU on Wednesday night. 
Archie was Carolina’s second leading scorer and leading rebounder for the game.
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecocksportspage@sc.edu
Stat Line
6885 -
Senior guard Zam Frederick was tied as Carolina’s leading scorer • 
with 18 points against LSU. Frederick has scored in the double digits 
in 9 of his last 10 games.
The Gamecocks started the game off with a 4-0 lead, after LSU took • 
over the lead with 17:05 left the Tigers did not relinquish the lead.
In both of USC’s SEC matchups thus far this season the Gamecocks • 
have scored only 68 points. Those two point totals are tied for 
the lowest single game point totals thus far in Darrin Horn’s short 
career.
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Coming into last night’s 
game against the LSU Tigers, 
the USC men’s basketball 
team had their work cut 
out for them. Facing the 
tall, athletic Tigers on the 
road at the Pete Maravich 
Center, where LSU has won 
15 straight games, certainly 
posed a tough challenge for 
the Gamecocks.
However, the Gamecocks 
would only make things 
tougher for themselves. 
Sloppy defensive play and 14 
missed free throws left them 
struggling to keep up with 
the Tigers in an 85-68 loss. 
“We got off to a really 
poor start, and it started with 
being really bad defensively 
early,” USC coach Darrin 
Horn said. “When you’re on 
the road, the two things you 
have to make sure you do are 
defend and take care of the 
basketball, and we didn’t do 
either one of those things 
well tonight.”
The Gamecocks t r ied 
several different defenses 
in their attempt to slow the 
LSU attack, but all were 
unsuccessful. The Tigers 
consistently broke USC’s 
press, creating easy layups 
in t ransit ion. W hen the 
Gamecocks t r ied a zone 
defense, LSU took advantage 
by sinking open jump shots.
USC wasn’t much better 
on the offensive side. Star 
point guard Devan Downey 
struggled for much of the 
game, committing a game-
high eight turnovers . The 
Gamecocks also had 10 shots 
blocked. 
What really hurt USC’s 
chances was f ree t hrow 
shooting. The Gamecocks 
shot a dismal 8-for-22 from 
the line, including a 2-for-
11 effort in the first half . 
According to Horn, USC’s 
free throw struggles were 
mostly a product of poor 
focus.
“More t han any t h ing 
it’s mental,” Horn said. “It 
seemed like when those fi rst 
two [free throws] didn’t go 
in, everybody that went to 
the line was thinking about 
the last guy that shot, and 
those are the things that we 
have to grow at as a team is 
playing the next play and 
staying focused on the little 
things.”
The Gamecocks will need 
to work on their free throw 
shooting and defense if they 
hope to make a run in the 
SEC this year. So far this 
season, no SEC teams have 
really stood out as better 
than the rest, meaning the 
Gamecocks can expect to 
play in a lot of close games.
Staying out of foul trouble 
will also be a key for the 
Gamecocks’ SEC hopes. 
USC committed 26 fouls 
against LSU, with sophomore 
forwards Mike Holmes and 
Sam Muldrow both fouling 
out of the game. With one of 
the shortest benches in the 
league, the Gamecocks will 
have a hard time winning 
games if they can’t limit their 
fouls.
All is not lost for USC, 
however.  Despite  t hei r 
struggles against LSU, the 
Gamecocks hung with the 
Tigers in the second half. 
Junior forward Dominique 
Archie fought through an 
ank le injury to score 17 
points and grab 11 rebounds, 
showing the kind of effort 
a nd  deter m i nat ion  t he 
G a m e c o c k s  w i l l  n e e d 
t h rou ghout  t he i r  SEC 
schedule. If USC can improve 
its free throw shooting and 
show better effort on defense, 
they will be tough to beat. 
Poor defense, shooting cost USC
Carolina struggles against 
more athletic team, loses 
mental battle at line
Dylan Burton
THE DAILY GAMECOCK
Benjamin Hicks / THE DAILY REVEILLE
Junior forward Dominique Archie works the low post against an LSU defender.
Comments on this story? E-mail 
gamecocksportspage@sc.edu
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 Okay, everyone who had the 
Cardinals, Steelers, Ravens 
and Eagles as the final four 
coming out of training camp 
raise your hands. No one? 
Didn’t think so. 
In what was the strangest 
NFL playoff weekend in recent 
memory, those four teams 
prevailed, leaving us with two 
No. 6 seeds , 
a  p e r e n n i a l 
contender and 
a  Ci nderel la 
story all vying 
for the r ight 
to compete for 
the Lombardi 
T r o p h y  i n 
S u p e r  B o w l 
X L I I I  .  T h e 
quest ion now 
is who will get 
the job done 
and move onto to Tampa. 
AFC Title Game: Ravens @ 
Steelers 
Sitt ing at home in New 
Jersey on Saturday afternoon 
enjoying my fi nal hours before 
f ly ing back to Columbia, 
I couldn’t help but watch 
Baltimore quarterback Joe 
Flacco and be reminded of 
young Brett Favre . He may 
just be a rookie, but the kid 
can make every throw on the 
fi eld, and he’s got a huge arm. 
He has no fear whatsoever, 
and he’ll be unfazed going 
into Heinz Field . 
The Steelers shouldn’t 
be taken l ight ly — t hey 
have the best defense in the 
league, Willie Parker looked 
like the Fast Willie of old 
against the Chargers, and 
Ben Roethlisberger continues 
to make huge plays despite 
an offensive line that looks 
like the Gamecocks’ at times 
— but it’s asking a whole lot 
to beat a divisional archrival 
three times in a season (ask the 
Cowboys about last season). 
Ray Lewis and company have 
the physicality and speed 
needed to shut down the 
Steelers’ offense, and Flacco, 
returning to the stadium he 
once played in for the Pitt 
Panthers before transferring 
to Delaware, will have another 
big game, becoming the fi rst 
rookie to lead his team to the 
Super Bowl. 
The Pick :  R avens  20 , 
Steelers 17 
NFC Title Game: Eagles @ 
Cardinals 
As embattled as Donovan 
McNabb has been for years, I 
think his performance against 
the Giants perfectly captured 
what he’s about. Yeah, he’s a 
knucklehead who’ll do stupid 
things like pick up the phone 
on the opponent’s sideline, 
but he will kill your team if 
you give him time to move 
around in the pocket and fi nd 
a receiver. He’s got a sense of 
the moment, and I think that 
unless you see him play a great 
deal, you don’t see that. 
I was one of the fi ve people 
in America outside of Arizona 
who picked the Cardinals 
to beat the Panthers. When 
Arizona is able to get any 
semblance of a running game 
on the ground, as they did 
against a deceptively weak 
Carolina front seven, they are 
going to be able to outscore 
you. The game was a blowout 
because Jake Delhomme self-
destructed, but the Cards 
def initely were the better 
team. 
I think that they’ll be able 
to run the ball consistently 
again against the Eagles, who 
were not very effective against 
Brandon Jacobs , but he did not 
get enough carries to make 
a real difference. McNabb 
will play well, but Arizona’s 
secondary plays with some 
physicality and ballhawks, 
which will make it hard for 
McNabb to make a lot of plays 
downfi eld. Arizona’s been so 
bad for so long and they’ll be 
playing in front of a riled-up 
home crowd — I think pure 
adrenaline will carry them 
over the top in this one. 
The Pick: Cardinals 38, 
Eagles 34 
Surprising conference ﬁ nals 
make for diﬃ  cult predictions
Steelers, Ravens, Eagles, 
Cardinals face off in 
exciting championships
JAMES 
KRATCH
First-year 
print 
journalism 
student
1107 State Street • Cayce, SC 29033
(803) 796 - 4505
www.adventurecarolina.com
• KAYAKING
• TUBING
• CANOEING
Gail Burton / The Associated Press
The Steelers’ James Harrison lays out a Baltimore receiver in a matchup with the Ravens.
Tim Mahalek / The Associated Press
Brian Westbrook turns the corner against the Falcons’ defense.
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DEADLINE Additional options
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Major credit cards accepted
Apartments
1BR 1BA Garage Apt - 1 mile to USC 
stove refrig NO PETS 1 yr lease 
$380/mo (inclds water) +$350 deposit. 
622-6663 or 345-9290
Efficiency 1&2 BRS Start at $700
All utilities, cable, high speed Internet
$100 sec. deposit/1 mo. free with a 
12 MO. LEASE Cornell Arms 799-1442
ASPYRE *NOW Leasing* 1 2 3 BR*
*Brand-New*Parking Garage* H20/
Internet Inc.*Flexible lease terms
*803-400-1570  www.iaspyre.com
Dwntn Earlewood 2BR 1BA Lg garage 
apt Perfect for Grad std. Hdwd flrs 
CH&A w/d & pool. Pkg $625 414-5188.
The Gates - 2BR 2BA Condo $1200/mo 
inclds util. Contact Tim 843-377-3486
Roommates
Great Price, Location & View. 
2BR.,1BA, Furn Apt. Mature M/rmmt, 
20+.Across USC horseshoe.  $425/Mo., 
includes Utl. 843-409-1460.
Housing-Rent
Apartments & Homes Near USC
Hawkins Properties 799-0804
Housing-Sale
LUXURY DOWNTOWN CONDOS  
From $99,900  518-2189
www.elmwoodplacecolumbia.com
For Sale
Automotive
2007 SUZUKI HAYABUSA Black awe-
some bike. Must Sell $9500. Price Neg..
dvidochandler@gmail.com
Help Wanted
Telecounseling Positions Available
The Office of Undergraduate Admissions 
is looking for enthusiastic, dedicated stu-
dents to assist with recruitment this year 
by calling prospective students, admitted 
students and  their parents. Applicants 
should possess strong communication 
skills, enthusiasm for USC, good work 
ethic, professionalism and basic com-
puter and telephone skills. Students are 
required to work a minimum  of 
2/nights/wk during the hours of 5-9pm. 
Monday-Thursday throughout the school 
year, except on University holidays. 
$7.50/hr to start. Training begins Janu-
ary 26th. Applications are available in 
the Office of Undergraduate Admis-
sions located on the Horseshoe in 
Lieber College. Application deadline: 
January 20th  at 12:00PM. For more 
information, please call Alex Fippin-
ger at 777-0394.
Help Wanted
Love USC? Would you like to assist 
in recruiting new students? 
The Office of Undergraduate Admis-
sions is hiring student bloggers to share 
their experiences. Hours are flexible 
and you can blog from he location of 
your choice. Experience with blogs is 
preferred but not necessary. Strong 
writing skills are a must. We are looking 
for all types of students, including trans-
fer and international students. Pay is 
$7.50/hr. To request an application, 
please email m.allen@sc.edu.
Sophomore accounting students: Job in-
ternship opening with local CPA on 
Tuesdays (4/hrs) this semester. Must 
have own transportation. Potential ex-
tensive experience during Junior & Sen-
ior years. Call 796-6459
Carolina Gymnastics Needs a Desk As-
sistant/Receptionist. Must be available 
Mon-Thurs 4-8:30pm Fri 4-7pm. Appli-
cant must have great customer service 
skills, ability to multi-task, organized. 
Some cleaning required. Please Call 
Cody at 788-2808.
We have the best job on campus!! 
Make $8.25 per hour!! Build your 
resume, earn great bonuses, and 
show your Gamecock pride!!
More info? Want to come to an 
interview session?
Interested in applying? Email: 
Jessica.Neno@ruffalocody.com
or call 777-4705
Help Wanted
Restaurants
Rust Social Lounge is excepting appli-
cations for EXPERIENCED Bartenders, 
Hosts and Servers only. Apply in person 
at 918 Gervais St. Tues-Sat after 4pm.
Tabouli Mediterranean Rest & Bar.
Now Hiring: Day Time Servers
2930 Devine St.
Services
PREGNANT,  NEED HELP? FREE
pregnancy test Call Birthright
765-0165
Tutoring
Services
Need tutoring in spanish all ages? 25 
years of teaching all ages. 926-3126
Work Study
Opportunities
$9 per hour! 5 WORK-STUDY OFFICE 
ASSISTANTS needed @ 
SC Vocational Rehabilitation Dept. near 
Airport. Must have an award to be eligi-
ble for these jobs! Depts. needing 
Assistance: Public Info,Human Re-
sources, IT Training Ctr. Case  
Management & Evaluation Ctr. 
Please call Cathy Smith @ 896-6553 
for interview. EOE
Thomas Cooper Library is seeking stu-
dent employees. Apply at the Circulation 
desk. Work Study required. Please email 
cwprice@sc.edu for more information.
Travel
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK 
$189.00 5-DAYS or $239 7-DAYS.
All prices include: Round-trip luxury 
cruise with food. Accommodations on 
the island at your choice of thirteen 
resorts. Appalachia Travel. 
www.BahamaSun.com 800-867-5018
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